
LENOVO HUDDLE ROOMS FOR HEALTHCARE WITH MICROSOFT TEAMS

Enterprise-level collaboration comes to healthcare with Lenovo huddle room technology. Our comprehensive solution connects clinical and administrative teams for secure communication from any location.
Clinical collaboration

Unite a patient’s entire care team and align treatment plans with one efficient meeting. The Lenovo healthcare huddle room brings flexible, responsive technology to a setting where every second counts at a time when hybrid meetings are the norm.

SEE MORE
ThinkSmart Cam’s wide field of view gives remote participants a more accurate picture of what’s happening in the room. Active speaker tracking, 4K resolution, and lag elimination preserve the nuances of in-person conversation.

DON’T MISS A CRITICAL WORD
Four built-in full duplex speakers and four dual-array mics create immersive, 360-degree sound. Ultra-low noise certification ensures uninterrupted audio.

SHARE SAFELY
ThinkSmart Hub’s 10.1” touchscreen and Microsoft Teams Rooms interface facilitate easy HITEC- and HIPAA-compliant screen sharing.

Administrative collaboration

Connect interfacility colleagues, offsite departments, and remote employees with a collaboration system designed for meeting quality and ease of use.

RESPONSIVE VIDEO
The AI-enabled ThinkSmart Cam follows the conversation and facilitates interactivity for more engaging meetings.

ONE-TOUCH START
Meetings can be initiated in an instant, with the ease of touch to join and without lags or connectivity issues.

BUILT-IN SECURITY
ThinkSmart Hub is protected by both ThinkShield and Microsoft security features, which support compliance with HIPAA, HITECH, and other regulations.

IT remote management

Pre-loaded ThinkSmart Manager software and versatile design make it extremely easy for IT leaders to support all their clinical and administrative teams.

OFFSITE SUPPORT
Monitor and manage ThinkSmart Hub from anywhere by logging into the manageability console. Configure and update devices, view real-time status, deploy actions across multiple devices at once, and generate critical trend reports.

PERFECT FIT
Mount ThinkSmart Cam on a wall or set it up as a standalone device — its compact, lightweight design fits into any huddle room environment. ThinkSmart Cam can also be integrated and managed with ThinkSmart Manager.

PERSONALIZED SERVICE
Add Lenovo’s Smart Office Professional Services for deployment support, team training, onsite installation support, and more.
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Build your system with:

THINKSMART HUB
An all-in-one Microsoft Teams Rooms system with a touchscreen interface for easy meeting facilitation. The intuitive technology supports remote, HIPAA-compliant collaboration from multiple locations. With one-touch meeting start, organizers can quickly initiate video calls and share content.

THINKSMART CAM
Add Lenovo’s first AI smart camera, which follows the conversation with active speaker tracking and whiteboard awareness. Its wide field of view and high frame rates eliminate distortion and give participants the feeling of being in the same room.

THINKSMART MANAGER
Deploy, monitor, and troubleshoot the system from a custom-built manageability console. ThinkSmart Manager Basic is included with your hardware purchase. Upgrade to Premium capabilities for advanced reporting, management, and security options.

Connect with Lenovo Health.

We’re experts at breaking down barriers and building smart solutions. When you’re ready, we’re here to help.

www.lenovo.com/Health

Follow us on Twitter @Lenovo